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Re: Old Public Website

I'll give you a ring so that we discuss in more detail.

>>> William Reckley 11/05/01 12:45PM >>> - E
The list of files would be fine (no extra work to create descriptions, etc.). How would it work to just do the
equivalent of print screens of the various pages within the site?

>>> Carl Konzman 11/05/01 12:31PM>>> >t,

Bill,

I need more information regarding the specific information you are requesting. For example:

1. Inventory" can mean just a list of files or a description of files by category or topic. The first is
simple-the list file could be copied to a CD and sent that way. The second is likely not practicable in a
week, since the scope of the site exceeded 60,000 files when it was pulled, and we did not have a good
categorization of the topics ourselves (hence the motivation for the redesign initiative).

2. The ongoing security review may make this difficult, since some files have been deemed not publicly
releasable.

3. The entire site would not likely be germaine to a particular legal proceeding, as there are diverse topics
covered that have no relevance across categories of licenses. It would be more likely that a portion of the
site would be within scope. Since this request is being coordinated by NRR, does it involve a Part 50 or
Part 52 license issue?

Please advise.

>> William Reckley 11/05/01 11:43AM >>>
Can we get a print out of the old public web site at the document level. The printout that Dennis provided
was at the folder level, which sometimes corresponded to documents. We have had a request for what
was on the old web site (for the intervenors in a legal proceeding)


